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These are the words of our youth. This is their world and what they face
on a daily basis. Please hear their voices as this is their art and their soul.

We Are Poets by Angel G
We are poets. Our voices vibrant and loud. Truth projecting out of our experienced
mouths. Bitch slapping virgin cheeks with meaning. Gutting out clogged pupils.
Forcing in this growing movement. Poetry. It’s not a word to be taken lightly whether I’m speaking with words that will comfort or I scream out all the things I’ve seen.
We’ve seen. Screaming that this twisted trick. This silent movement. Hushed voices
in the bloody blurry backgrounds of solitary confinement. This age of ultra-violence.
Bloody outlines on our gums marking true defiance. The most vulgar moments will
be the ones to define us. Stepping out of the comfort zones placed as a so called option
around us. They say to break the barriers now only for you to find out that one slow
step and anxious finger is all it takes for you to be shut down. Some may riot and that
some may sometimes be me. But right now I’m coming straight out with poetry. A
child from a broken home, or designated pavement. I don’t need weapons to get this
point across. I could resort to arson but I know what is really feared. It’s the chance
that a simply educated, proper tongued, stiff backed, calm, collected, controlled, black,
native, latino, asian, white, what ever color in the damn rainbow individual can tell
you what’s really wrong, and change this dirty nation’s song. We are poets. Our voices will break through your sternum like bullets have broken through thick flesh and
durable craniums, our syllables will wrap around your lungs, invade the dusty corners
that are unoccupied in your brain. Nothing but letters but the power we pack behind
each description of disdain, neglect and hate. Is enough to drain you completely. Until
you’re dry and brittle picked up by your cowardly ankles snapped like whip over my
left shoulder you break. We are poets. And we have something to say.

What is poetry? by Deja Williams
Poetry is language condensed that packs a heavy punch
Poetry is my emotions spilling on paper from my gut
Anger flowing like fire through my arm to my hand
Letting the paper be the chamber for the scars held within
There is no harm this way just these words about the emotions I kept at bay
Poetry is the hurt that I’ve been through
Poetry is the words that assert the truth
Poetry is an open window to my soul
Poetry is the warmth that I need to transform
It warms my heart keeping it from going cold
Allowing me to reach my goals and live till I’m old
Poetry is what sets me free
From the restraints put on by society
Poetry is what put me at ease
Poetry is me

A Child of My Own
By: Alexis Tobar
Lost, Sad and Alone,
How could I ever bear a child of my own?
I know I won’t have children for long ,
But I always consider what could go wrong.
How could I carry a child?
Sometimes I can barely carry myself.
I need pills to stay awake,
I wouldn’t want to hurt my child but what about my sake?
I worry,
Will I have a child that’s alright?
That doesn’t stop breathing at night.
Maybe twins,
Without eczema covered skin.
A child who can eat food without reading the label,
Without tons of allergies,
And can eat what they please.
A child that doesn’t have any neurological condition,
Who doesn’t have trouble sleeping at night,
Who can manage to stay awake,
And not deal with everything I have to take.
I want my children to feel normal,
To not feel different
Or condemned,
Like something’s wrong with them.
It’s okay to be unique,
But my body has some type of weird shook-up technique.
My children will thrive,
And they’ll learn how to drive.
They’ll do everything unlike me,
I want three,
And I don’t want any of them to feel like me .

Said the Bat to the Vulture: by Gerard
For you, Pixie Dust Kid, I will always wait around
Underneath your floorboards. Illusive light creeping through these wooden planks. I press my face up to the ceiling and the burnish cuts me down
before your soles walk over me, Reminds me that you’re on your way out
while I’m painting our portraits. And the paint starts to dry but I’ll never
let it.
I’ll make it heavy with layers until the canvas can no longer hold. My
source of light held in your hands, outlined in black, ‘cause fortune favors
the bold.
I’m pushing letters through the floorboards now.
Sealed with wax and pressed with kisses, I’m always sending you my love.
But my words, sopping notes, just stick to your boots, damp, dirty and
soiled on your way back in. You send me back an uncomfortable silence
I’ve soaked up with your drawn on napkins. You take no pride in being
seen. You are…no longer listening to me.
But I’ll tell, and I’ll tell.
You know they stole my form from a chalk outline and killed my mother’s
womb? When I was born a one-ribbed kid, but with cellophane exoskeleton. I’ve realized the red lightbulb strung in the stairwell is brighter than
it’s meant to be and the wet spots above me are a canopy of clouds. Committing arson in my eyes, torrential downpour in my mind. And there’s no
roof overhead now, open space does take its place for my dreams of you
have strayed and flown too far away for me to catch up with.
But still, I’ll make you see these words I’ve written, I’ll make you tell me
where your heart is. Could beg me to keep quiet, but I want the whole
block to know the hell I’ve always put you through.
I’m smashing a gray basement window with a maple baseball bat,
You roll your eyes when my hurried escape leaves me cut on the glass.

What’s worse is what filth you’d let me squander, should be worth its weight
in gold when I can watch you through a window, viewing over your shoulders
and the dinner set.
I could crack that window pane with my bare hand and do the same around
your throat,
Squeezing just until you bruise or more until you choke,
To show you all the things that I have seen and all the things that I have been.
And I’ll admit I tried to kill you, but it was only gently.
As you reach for the gleaming cutlery, rip that knife through my unfinished
ribcage. My chest doesn’t know how to put up a fight and my head knows I
deserve it. You’ve been cutting out the bones and feeding on the marrow, my
heart had no defenses and you chose to eat it out. And this ugly shell I’m calling skin is grateful that you did this. Severing my tongue from the rest of my
mouth and now without the lungs to scream, You are…no longer listening to
me.
I never meant to strike you down, just kill the parts that once were mine.
Your self-defense is genocide.
It’s just a fleeting thought, though.

Said the Vulture to the Bat:
When I offer you survival, you say it’s hard enough to live.
Put the pain down in ink, bandages over skin.
I won’t stitch back together what you’ve severed apart. Put the pain down on paper.
You let enemies decide our fate. Get up, with your lock jaw, dislocated heart.
Keep you out of the frame, you’ve soiled my spare parts. And so I’m cold, not just in
shoulders.
My whole back is turned. And that’s all you’ll ever see, the most you’ll get outta me.
You and your bleedin’ heart drivel. And you’re so desolate, unresponsive, scared,
filtering you through a sieve and what’s filtered through is thrown away, like liquid
you are still until moved by force.
Devoted altar boy in your church of self-destruction, no windows, no doors so no
one else can get in, singing out “if god won’t come to me then I’ll go to him.”
And you take a razor to bleed it all out. Your cut up tongue, your cotton mouth
isn’t easily dyed the colors I need it to be. I want my words like silk, so roll up your
sleeves, place your hands in the dirt where you belong. And you’ve been carving
yourself up for so long, crying on the slab, laughing in the morgue, scars layered,
relay now this skin has grown strong.
And next time, and there will be a next time, we’ll be harder to slice up, harder to
open, harder to own and- the windows are there, but they’re just boarded up and the
door’s in the back but you’ve sawed the knobs off. My boy, staying seated and docile,
head lowered and shut-eyed won’t ever be enough. We’re to glorify obscenities. King
Rat sent us to blow the world up, and away to that scarlet horizon, growing pitch
black with time.
Call it neglect, respectful death you don’t deserve. The moon will smirk upon your
corpse, I brought the knife you used to learn from. And you’re so handsome, held
for ransom, by my hand and just myself. And if anyone wants you back they’ll have
to pay me out well. Lowly insect, you won’t reject any attempts made on your life…
So, I don’t make any threats, I’ll cover your face with a bag, but you hold the gun to
your own head.

My Soulmate A Love Poem by Zerrin McLaughlin
My soulmate’s birthday is on June 28th she was born in 1943, I was born
on June 27th 1996, we have been soulmates since the day I was born.
I wrote this poem to show her and remind myself that she is still my soulmate until my last breath.
No matter how much time passes your love will still be with me, I wish I
got to see you more, but this way I can cherish my memories of when you
were better.
I looked up in the sky and saw a hand in the clouds it looked like it was
waving down to me was it yours? I tried not to be so sad, when I talked
about you with mom, but I miss you.
You know I can’t help but have a big smile on my face when I see a picture
of Elvis, it takes me back to your shrine of admiration, behind me I can
hear you telling me how much he means to you and how great you think
he is.
You’ll always be my soulmate and I’ll love you forever
You’ve been my soulmate since my mom was planning the day of my
birth.
Dear Jean what’s it’s like up there in the sky with the King? Does he still
wear those outfits with the tassels? Or is it the blazers and tight slacks? Do
you tell him about your soulmate? Do you both look down on me from
above? I hope he sees how great you are.
Dear Jean my heart and all the love I can give is with you. I love you to
the moon and back a thousand times over.

My Bullet Proof Vest by Nychae Cummings
I strap up from the night that my memories would be terrified
Heart break; pain hurt so young
No one apologized, the pain I see inside my eyes, trust no one I’m traumatized
Protect me from the bullet fakes
Not getting laced by fakes or flakes
Guard unstoppable, these feelings I pocket them
Senses remarkable head fucked with no condom
From hating the world to hating myself
Only because the self-hatred I didn’t create for myself
Developed by love not given to one another
To the one’s that clocked out and made me suffer;
You still didn’t get to me
Thick matter as thick as my curly hair getting combed on a Saturday night
Thick matter as thick as the tension between my cautious four walls
When they deceived me, but I bodied futuristic bunco
I’m stronger than that, hold me together
Hold me together like my mom and protect my soul
The shell that protects me is the friend I hold
From bleeding feeling, it’s real deal solid gold
To my heart, I know my guard is up
Permanent penitentiary pilgrimage for my prophecy
Screaming fuck you to the ones mocking me
Come again my bullet proof vest will let no one stop me

Pain by Alexis Tobar
I take a deep breath.
“Calm down baby girl, it’ll be alright” I whisper to myself.
I can’t explain what I felt.
Open wounds and scars cover me,
With no recollection of who I used to be.
The thought of always being alone,
Is a fear I refuse to condone.
Another problem,
Another day,
Tell me what I did to be this way.
I’ve felt this way for so long,
Down, sad and alone,
Someone please call my phone.
Sitting and thinking,
Maybe one cut or one bruise,
Will clear these endless blues.
I’ve come a long long way,
And every day I choose to stay.
Believing this depression won’t define me,
I am me,
And Narcolepsy will not stop me.
I’ll carve my name in all these caving walls with this knife,
Before I ever take my life.
Life’s an uphill battle,
And pain causes tears like rain in Seattle.
From tears to waterfalls,
I’ll use this water to break down these walls.
Using these broken pieces of concrete,
I’ll make new paved streets.
This pain can never change me,
Because I won’t stop fighting until I break free.

Reality by Abdi Mohamed
Pieces of land forming parts of society.
It’s not every day people get to see the reality.
Reality is like the sun.
It can’t be hidden from anyone.
Because you see reality is not so much hidden but blocked by society.
How the moon would block the sun in an eclipse.
Society is like the wall that you can never break through.
You keep Trying and Trying
Next thing you know THE WALL breaks YOU.
This wall might be pretend.
Society isn’t.
Society shows you a whole new trend.
Which one is it!
Is it black or white or left from right?
Too much hatred and violence
Get out of sight.
Social class now a days nothing but a board game
People selling their souls for money and fame.
Politicians and their lies trying to fix the world.
This world is a harsh place truth be told.
Waking up every morning not knowing what’s next.
Life’s giving me a hard time trying to be the best.
Fuck that I’m making my own game
Cuz all you mother fucker would do the same
Cops killing would be something unheard of in this game.
Poverty wouldn’t be the same everyone will make it rain.
That’s my dream and now I can let off some steam.
Chain of command won’t be corrupted.
Saying what’s on my mind can’t be interrupted.
Peace is the main rule.
Break that and you’ll be a fool.

To My Family by Dani Fenton
To my family,
The mother who raised me,
The older sisters who tried to save me,
And the younger sisters who changed me…
To my mother,
Working through tired legs and weary hands every day,
To provide for me everything I need in every way.
To my mother,
I’m so sorry,
For being the one ready for a different fight,
A different argument every night.
To my older sisters,
Standing by watching me make the same mistakes
They made at my age,
And making me make my own mistakes at every stage
Of my life.
To my older sisters,
You tell me I should have listened,
I know I should have listened
To every word of little advice you gave me,
And I admit that I didn’t and for that
I am so sorry.

To my younger sisters,
These are words you might never hear, might never read,
But I want you to know that
With every hug, every smile, every hello and every goodbye,
You reminded me of who I am,
You helped me be who I should be,
You’re the reasons I’m still working to be the person I should be.
To my younger sisters,
I am so sorry
That you had to see me in my worst ways,
My worst days,
But I hope you never think that who I was
Is who I still am,
And I pray that you know that because of you,
I wanted to be a better person,
I became a better person,
And for that I thank you.
To my family,
You raised me,
You saved me,
You changed me,
You watched me become me,
And guided me hand in hand through every step.
To my family,
I’m sorry for who I was,
Thank you for helping me become who I should be,
And just know that it is only because of you,
My mother, my older sisters, my younger sisters,
That I can keep traveling to become who I could be.
To my family,
I love you.

Let’s Talk About You by Beatriz Espinoza

Let’s talk about you since you’re so entitled
And so horrible
How you walked on this earth like you couldn’t get hurt but mauled, wou
Now I’m a full blown monster that you created
I would tear you apart like the African painted dogs and hyenas who dise
But that would only last so long… instead I’ll build you up then tear you
You created your own death
Maybe I can drown you in the deep blue sea
But I can toss you in the lake I drowned in, how dark and lost it is and w
How the monstrosities submerge you if you try to escape
How the darkness swirled around me how the water dampened and droo
I felt so at home, I guess you really need to hate yourself to drink the poi
I meet friends underneath the monsters, devils, and demons the ones tha
Graze you with death like a bullet brushes an arm
I will make you beg for death
Chipping away at your soul sculpting it into a disaster
Drowning you in the darkness that consumed me
Dragging you, bringing you to your knees before me
Look into my eyes and see the caliginosity, the cicatrices
Look what you did dad
See that I’m half dead
Let us both be similar in one way
Like father like daughter
You will die like I did
I’m your miscreation
Now I’m going to hurt you really... really bad.
If I go looking for you and only find your grave I will hover over you ign
The heat of the fire that’s drowning you would be the only warmth you g
Until you turn to dust
Until you’re gone
Until I scrape you off the face of this earth
Then I will leave
How I’m both homicidal and suicidal and it’s all because of you - it’s alwa
How you hurt me so much that I had to hurt myself

unded, and battered others

embowel and rip their prey apart while it’s still alive
u down over and over

when you go under you don’t know which way is up or down

oled on my soul
ison and to stop fighting and fade down under
at comfort me when I have no one

niting the sea of flames down on you
gave to your child

ays you

Original by Freddarika Castaneda
What does original mean?
What is originality?
Is anybody original nowadays?
I would like to be the most original of all originals
But as time passes, it seems like more and more people are becoming
followers more than leaders
And if everyone is playing the followers in the game,
who’s going to be the leader?
Is there already an unknown leader?
If so that leader made the world shitty
And at this rate it’s only going to get shittier
So I would say that I’m pretty original
but there’s always room for improvement
For me and society,
So we can all become leaders rather than followers

Hijab by Ekram Idris
NO!
I wear it for respect
I wear it for my belief
I wear it because I want to.
A hijab is a piece of cloth that hides and protects a woman’s beauty
If a woman has the right to show off what she got, then she also has
the right to cover it up too.
The hijab does not cover up a girl’s weakness but in fact it displays her
strength and confidence which is built out of love for ALLAH
People think just because we wear a hijab that we are different.
I mean everyone is different in many ways but they treat us like shit
just because the thing on top of our head
Hijab by Ahlam Dubad
The beauty of the moon does not change when covered by clouds
Just as the beauty of a woman remains when covered by hijab or niqab
Hijab is not just an outfit but it is a way of life that adorns the one who
wears it.
We believe a woman is keen with it on
choosing every move and every pause…
starting from her walk...
And through the subjects that she speaks in...
And ending with the tone of her voice
They say Islam is in the heart, not hijab
They don’t understand that when Islam is in the heart, hijab comes naturally
Hijab is like a crown
It makes me like a queen

THE GAME by Zerrin McLaughlin
I am the game, the 1% is my favorite child, with the government on a string, pulling the triggers on the guns police have, forcefully looking for the young & black,
breaking up your family to build mine, like my own Hitler youth.
I am the puppet master called Capitalism, all of you are playing the game of life,
but it’s more like monopoly, cause I’m the only one passing go and collecting money as you’re going straight to jail, and then bankrupt.
I am an activist, the 99%, a teacher trying to show the youth that they don’t have to
sit around and wait for their number to be drawn so the trigger gets pulled.
I am the youth, the rest of the 99% I am sleeping in tents on the outskirts waiting
for the first drop of blood to hit the pavement, I’m going to bite the hand that’s
trying to give me faulty food stamps, force feeding me addictive prescription pills
with tainted water to wash it down.
The game is trying to silence those who have never learned to be quiet, those who
constantly speak their minds and will never back down, always at the front line,
trying to fight for our basic human rights for living wages and education.
This game you’re playing is getting old like the 1% already are, you will fall again
like wall street once did.
So give me your best shot. ‘Cause this 99% isn’t going back down so easily.

The Hustle by Gianni Garza
Who am I?
Niggas gonna be out here thinkin ima lame
and ima new walkin stain,
but ima keep it 100 my nigga some shit done changed
you the new walkin stain
got a pocket rocket and it’s on me all the time
cause im flippen this shit and im on my grind
always money on my mind
im like the sun in the air everyday, ima shine
if I don’t make it the rap game, I aint workin no 9 to 5
cause that aint no money I rather be in the trap that’s 100’s on 100’s
It’s get rich or die tryin, don’t make me tell bro to up that .45
I aint never goin broke, I got a family to support
im getting money like im playin sports
but im really on the stove whippin shit wit forks
the shit im whippin so good its shipped thru airports,
but let me come back to the real time now I got a .25 a fuck nigga
get shot 2 times go around the corner like nothing happened and sell 2
dimes
If you ever catch a body don’t let nobody know
niggas is snitches out here even the niggas u kick it wit everyday and u call
ur bros,
won’t let nobody take my life before I take theirs
got my kids waitin for me to come home
put a beam up on my shit I ain’t a leg shooter im aimin for the dome
Try to rob me, call me tom cruise cause that’s a mission impossible
the bitch on my right I call her kim possible and she busts quick try to rob
me take the k out of kim bitch that’s impossible ……….. who am I ?

Untitled by Keey’shonna Harris

I am not angry, I’m frustrated. You pregnant? Who yo baby daddy? How old are you
Why you asking me all those questions?

Bitch, Nigga, you need to go mind yo business and worry bout what’s going on over
Over there tryna judge me and put me in one of your boxes. Tryna define me. Whe
much pain and hurt I hide beneath those fake smiles. Or why I try staying to mysel
the inside.

I am frustrated because you staring at me. What the fuck you looking at? You never
Well they aint me. I don’t wanna be a part of that sick fantasy.

I want you to see beyond my outsides. I want you to see the loving soft side of me. L
when I may be lost in thought about something. Look beyond that talk you may ca
keep my opinion to myself next time, deep inside.
I’m afraid to show you the REAL ME. The REAL Keey’shonna.
If I Show you, I wonder how you’ll react. Will you call me crazy?
I don’t know. But I want you to see me from the inside and beyond
the bad. I want you to see the motherly caring person, not the one
who acts like she don’t give a fuck about shit. Or as the girl who’ll
bend over backwards for the people she cares about, not the one
who’ll fuck you over because you fucked her over. Trust me, because
I can get there. But that’s outta my character and that’s not what I
want anybody to see me as.
I want you to see my inside, so deep like the blood running thru my
veins. Like the pieces of hair sprouting from my scalp. Like the
underwater caves in the ocean.
I want you to see my inside instead of my outsides.
It’s a lot different there.
I promise….

u? How you gone do this, how you gone do that?

r there with yours.
en Bitch, Nigga you don’t even know me. You don’t know what I’ve been thru, how
lf. See you try to define me from my outsides instead of tryna get to know me from

r saw an ass before? I know you saw one before on them music videos, pornos, TV.

Look beyond that Face that you call a mug, when you think I may be mugging you,
ll slick talk. Sorry I’m just speaking off how I Feel. Don’t like it? Well Sorry, I’ll

Somalia by Ayan Mohamud
A land of bright reddish sand
A land of curly headed beauties
A land of loud and funny people
A land of different types of skin
Caramel, mocha, chocolate, and dark chocolate
A land of different types of tribes
Hawiya, Isaac, Ogaden, Marexaan and many more
Somalia, a land of Somalians
A land that is still recovering from the tribe related war
A land that was once colonized by Italy
And became independent in July 1960
Somalia, a diamond in the rough
Finding its beauty is now very tough
Somalia has been through a lot
Often mocked
But just watch, one day you will be shocked

Bestfriends by Beatriz Espinoza
I’m at the mercy of you
The sad thing is you don’t even seem to notice
You probably only see my desperation
But behind that is low self-esteem.
Am I really nothing without you?
Will I always come when you call and when you send for me I’ll run?
Why it is only expected for a woman to be at the mercy of a man?
Even if we aren’t in an intimate relationship
Is my worth defined by male attention?
Your attention
Was it too early to show you the monster under my mask?
After you treated me like I was nothing, after all of that I still want you back
I feel at fault for our fall down the hill
But you’re the one who tripped me.

I Am by Iman Hassan
I am…
I am from the country side,
I am from rain,
I am from the hot sun,
I am from bloodshed and wars,
From foggy nights and my mom’s sadness,
I am from Islamaphobia,
I am from Eid al Fitr,
I am from Ramadan,
I am from zakkah
From the Umrah and Kabah,
From salams and I come with peace
I am from happiness and swings,
From all the ethnic foods
From the curvy wide hips and curly haired darkskins
I am from Addis and Somalia
From the cultural dances from those beautiful lands
From hijabs and religious values, from the Quran and the five prayers,
from peaceful nasheeds

G.L.O.R.Y. by Jea’Quan Kirkland
Many people tell me I am too small
But I only argue with the 2 words how much?
I always say how much you want to bet
Because I’m hungry for the green and
Have a mindset of an Adrian Peterson.
Then they shake with hesitation as they look
In my eyes and see my fire and determination
To make it no matter the cost
So they will shake and know they made a mistake
Now I know it’s their opinion but I do it just to
See how all you niggas gone react when you hear my name
Coming out the speakers of your flat screen TV.
And when I make it I have to pursue my dreams because it can get
Snatched at any time I’m not doing this for a hobby
I’m doing this for my family and all my guys that couldn’t make it
I won’t sit here and brag to people and make myself
Sound like I’m the best so if you think I’m going
To stop or give up you’re out of your mind
But I can’t let them take me out my glory
So buckle in your seat belt because this is
Going to be one crazy story.

They See Me by Wayne Washington
They see me as a gang member down and crucial rotten kid that
was lost and had no one lost,
lost in the dark further where there is no coming back,
everywhere I go I feel like a mistake, a joke, a game,
a person that gets ignored by everyone by the way he looks
he develops a destructive mind then people say he crazy
I see a lonely boii that’s trying to grow into a man on his own
with no dad,
mom told him he never goin to be nu’un,
but I see me goin to school and work
being a persistent student and employee so I can learn to be
better a father
to build a foundation to share with my wife and kids,
but all they see is destruction because I’m big for my size or cuz
I got a temper and anger problems,
but I see a stoner on his way to get his GED
then off to Bates Technical College and go in to refrigeration,
entry pay is $45 an hour and pay rises for however long
u work there,
but all I see is a young light skinned boii trying to survive,
trying to be a dad to his children and let alone a husband
a family man,
I see him tryin to do it persistently and successfully

Final Performance by Hirsch Ur Mouth
This is my final performance/
For your enjoyment/
but the main component/
is a gun fully loaded/ X2
This is my final performance/ For your enjoyment/
but the main component/ is a gun fully loaded/
Aimed at my skull/ got the anger of a raging bull/
my life is painful/ blood dripping from my brain so/
I’m unable to be capable / to reach goals that are unattainable/
Seattle’s rainfall/ this is why I love my city/ explosions of confetti/
let me tell you a story of a/ worthless deadbeat/
both brother in laws/ imprisoned for stupid shit/
the prison system is lucrative And Ludicrous/
the life of a hooligan and a lunatic/
perform my hit songs recovery and nothing left/
all i got is my skin and my flesh or (Wait…)
all I got is my skin and bones/ nothing more nothing less/
my life is a mess/ followed by death threats/ soul Is infected/
by doubts and fears brought on by my peers/
so sick I can’t stand up/ full of propaganda/
arrested with my hands up/
This is my final performance/ For your enjoyment/
but the main component/ is a gun fully loaded/ X2

Anger by Kimari Johnson
This poem is dedicated to all the men and women of color who have been wrongfully
done and in the worst case, even murdered by police. *let’s have a moment of silence*
I am not angry, I am anger
The young black people dying because of the color of their skin
They say we’re free but we but we really took an L instead of a win
I am not angry, I am anger
Watching on the news that yet another black man has been shot and killed for
“resisting arrest”
But wouldn’t you run too if you knew you were going to be killed, heart beating out
your chest?
Wondering why me? While the cop is already prepared to pull that trigger
Already set in his mind “hey just one less nigger”
BUT OUR LIVES MATTER TOO
I am not angry, I am anger
A young black woman pulled over and told to put out her cigarette
Since when the fuck was that their job?
They probably thought since she was black she was illiterate
But she knew her rights, she knew not to fight or resist
She didn’t wanna be the next African American on the news dearly missed
Like Trayvon Martin, Freddie Gray, Micheal Brown, Eric Garner just to name a few
So she listened to their instructions and guess what happened?
She’s telling them their hurting her ribs like all the wind has left her body screaming
for help but no words coming out
I know the feeling, trying to get air but not being able to reach it
And them finding this funny cause their not stopping
What are they doing? Just watching and laughing
3 days later she’s found dead in her cell
They claim she killed herself but fuck all that! All those monsters deserve to go to hell
I am not angry, I am anger
When is it ever going to be a life?
Where African American men and women don’t have to fight for the freedom
we were promised a long time ago but never received
BECAUSE OUR LIVES MATTER TOO
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